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New Look 
The SmartSource Professional now has a new look!  Black and grey covers match existing teller equipment 
and stays looking sharp for years. 

1 - Auto-open Feeder 
Perhaps the most exciting new feature is that the feeder now automatically opens, enabling easy loading and 
avoiding potential document skew.  The feeder will close to start feeding and re-open when the feeder is 
empty.  This facilitates loading of documents, but also holds them securely in place while processing, avoiding 
potential document feed exceptions from documents ‘walking’ away from the feeder mechanism. 

2 - Integrated Pocket Extender and Check Limit 
Durability is important in many production environments; whether it is a crowded teller window or a business 
manager’s office.  The scanner is not in a protected space, but is subject to accidental bumping or other 
unexpected mishaps.  The new integrated pocket extender and check limit are permanently attached to the 
unit.  The result is a sturdier scanner, less likely to require repair or part replacement.  The pocket extender 
and check limit also cannot be removed or misaligned by mistake reducing document skew and pocket jams. 

3 - Maintenance-free Pocket Paddle 
The operator-replaceable pocket flexures have been replaced by a maintenance-free paddle that will last the 
life of the product, eliminating this as a consumable. 

4 - Maintenance-free Ink Felt Pad (Ink Catcher) 
The new SmartSource Professional now includes a high-capacity sealed ink pad that has been designed to 
last the life of the product in front counter applications.  The new ink felt pad is designed to last over 3,000,000 
items with single-line endorsement.  The sealed ink pad is integrated into the removable rear camera wall 
which can be replaced if needed. 

5 - New Ink Cartridge Housing 
The new SmartSource Professional includes a latching ink cartridge housing which has been designed for 
ease of use and is similar to ink cartridge housings typically found in consumer-based ink-jet printers.  The 
mechanism provides correct insertion feedback to the operator (the housing clicks shut to signal the cartridge 
is inserted and ready for use).  It also prevents the cartridge from being installed incorrectly, taking the guess-
work out of the installation process. 

6 - Feeder Capacity 
The new SmartSource Professional comes standard with a 100-item capacity.  Additional items may be added 
to the input hopper while the machine is in operation. 
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